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AFS_ADMA
ALS_IAP

Draft Oregon Aquatic Diversity Areas
Identification Assessment Protocol - Stream
Reach Prioritization dataset for the Alsea Basin
Identification Assessment Protocol - Stream
Reach Prioritization dataset for the Alsea Basin
Alsea 1:100,000 scale rivers (dynamically
segmented) note: comes into ArcView as
'Streams'
Alsea basin boundary (from mc4)
Coincidence between anad fish pres (100k) and
303d listed streams
Aggregated anadromous fish presence covs
Aquatic Habitat Inventory
Major creeks for mapping purposes (from
mc_rivs)
Lakes
Natural Areas
RARE II and WSA (USFS/BLM Unroaded)
Superfund sites
Critical habitat units - Spotted Owls
City limits
Landcover - Vegetation classification (14 classes)
Stream reaches (100k) above ODOT High priority
culverts
Coho - Evolutionary Significant Units (ESU's)
County boundaries

A-2
A-86

ALS_IAP.SHP
ALS_RIVS
ALSEA
ANAD_WQL
ANAD100
AQUA_HAB
BIGCRKS
BVBLKENH
BVBNAT
BVBRDLS
CERC
CHU_FINAL
CITYLIM
CLAMS88
CLVIMPCT
COHO_ESU
COUNTY
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A-187
A-89
A-91
A-4
A-6
A-8
A-93
A-95
A-256
A-258
A-56
A-10
A-260
A-218
A-97
A-12
A-262
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CSRI
CULV_MPRI
CULVHPRI
CULVODOT
DC_ELEV
DCA
DFALSVEG
DFSILVEG
DL_LKS
DL_SOIL
DL_WSHED
DLSTRMS
DNR_SILG
DO80-94
ELEV30
ELEV90
FEM_SILG
FERNLAKE
FISHERS
FISHLIM
FLOOD
FLOWSTNS

GEO62500
GEOLOGY
GNIS
HATCH_MC
HISTVEG
HYDRO_PL
INVSITES
JUVDENS
LAKES_NF
LATESER.SHP
LINCSOIL
LS
LSERGT30
MA
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Coastal Salmon Restoration Initiative - Core areas
ODOT Medium Priority culverts
High Priority ODOT culverts for repair /
replacement
State and county road culverts
Drift Creek elevation grid
Designated Conservation Areas for Spotted Owls
Curent vegetation
Current vegetation
Devil's Lake Watershed Lakes
Devil's Lake soils (derived from lincsoil)
Devil's Lake Watershed 5th field POLY delineation
Supplemental Devil's Lake Streams
Siletz basin cutout of veg_dnrg
Water quality location where DO data has been
collected
Elevation (30 meter)
Terrain data - cell size 120 meters.
Siletz basin cutout of veg_femg
Fern Lake polygons (for map production)
Hire the Fishers data (directory)
Known upstream limit of fish distribution
Landslides
USGS Stream gaging stations, active and
inactive, with monthly and annual mean
discharges. Some records date back as far as
1906.
Geology
Surficial geology
Geographic place names of towns, peaks, locales,
schools, cemetaries, etc...
Fish Hatcheries with species produced
Historic Vegetation for 6 Midcoast counties (19401956)[not comprehensive]
Hydro polygon layer containing shoreline, bays,
wide rivers and lakes
Invertebrate sampling sites
Juvenille rearing densities for coho and steelhead
based on ODFW and Siuslaw N.F. data
Lakes - National Forest land only
Class 1 veg from veg_dnrg converted to a
shapefile (late seral)
SSURGO soils data that attaches to MUIR tables
Land Ownership
Late seral veg on slopes > 30%
Forest Plan Management Areas
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A-16
A-220
A-222
A-99
A-72
A-101
A-103
A-224
A-58
A-298
A-300
A-226
A-105
A-18
A-20
A-74
A-107

A-76
A-78
A-264
A-200
A-228
A-109
A-22
A-24
A-111
A-232
A-80
A-266
A-234
A-268
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MAJ_RDS
MC_FD
MC_FD2
MC_FILL
MC_HYD
MC_POD
MC_RIVS
MC2-20KM

MC4
MC5
MC6
MC6_PRI
MC6D

MC-ISWR
MIDCST
MINRDS6
MVBDAMS
MVBFSAD
NAMERIVS
NPDES
NWI_MC
ODFSTRM
OPT9MAN
OR_MINS
OR303LKS
OR303STR
ORCHUM
ORCOHO
ORFACH
ORMINRDS
ORSPRCH
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Major roads (inconsistent coding) TIGER
Midcoast-wide flow direction based on elev30
Midcoast-wide flow direction based on mc_fill
Midcoast elevation grid with sinks filled
Combined hydro layer (USFS, BLM and USGS
12-24k) incl. some Siu N.F. and BLM attribute info
Points of diversion
Hydrology with EPA river reaches attributed.
Midcoast selection of stream reaches where flow
accumulation fell between 2 and 20 kilometers
squared for identifying mid-sized stream reaches
for restoration purposes. This grid was converted
to a coverage with GRIDLINE.
USGS Hydrologic Units - 4th field basins
Fifth field HUC watershed boundaries (derived
from mc6)
DRAFT 6th field sub-basin delineation
Summary layer containing 6th field names, area,
late seral percent, road density and percent
Late/Mid seral riparian high LWD densities.
Dissolve of mc6 based on last 5 (unique) digits of
12 dig code. Used as template for intersecting
with other layers for summary at the 6th field
watershed level with minimum attributes carried
along.
Instream water rights
Mid-coast watersheds (5th field) Modified with
new shoreline and also to align with outer
boundary of the BLM 6th field watersheds!
Intersection of orminrds and hydro/mc6 for density
analysis
Dams - from Army Corps and States
National Forest boundaries
Named 100k scale rivers in Midcoast basins (from
mc_rivs)
Permitted wastewater effluent locations
National Wetlands Inventory
ODF streams layer
President's forest plan
Mineral Information Layer for Oregon by County.
Water Quality Limited lakes
Water Quality Limited lakes
Chum spawning and rearing
Coho spawning and rearing habitat
Fall Chinook spawning and rearing habitat
Minor roads (inconsistent coding) TIGER
Spring Chinook spawning and rearing habitat
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A-204
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A-270
A-133
A-60
A-236
A-135
A-272
A-53
A-62
A-64
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A-208
A-32
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ORSTSU
ORSTWI
OWN_OSU

Summer Steelhead spawning and rearing habitat
Winter Steelhead spawning and rearing habitat
Cascade crest to coast layer of ownership that
includes a breakdown of private industrial
timberland owners. (shapefile)
Rock Creek (Siletz) ownership
Updated by USFS Region 6 office. Private
landowners are grouped into a single category,
but federal owners are broken out.
Public Land Survey (Township, range, section)
Census blocks attributed with1990 total population
and population density
1:100,000 scale mapsheet boundaries
1:24,000 scale mapsheet boundaries
Rock Creek streams
Rock Creek points of diversions
Road density (100k) tied to 6th field watersheds
Mixed scale layer with more detailed road
delineation in 7.5 minute quads where there is
Siuslaw National forest lands.
Watershed restoration sites
Sya_hyd buffered by 200 feet (68 meters)
Vegetation inside 200 foot riparian buffer
(veg_dnrg)
Vegetation inside 200 foot riparian buffer
(clams88)
Riparian vegetation combined with mc6 (6th field
watersheds)
Major rivers - National Forest land only
Rock Creek watershed boundary
Solar Illumination Model
Solar Illumination Model (90 meters)
New Midcoast shoreline (based on NOAA
Westcoast shoreline) Also contains islands and
extends down past Florence
Midcoast shoreline with islands removed.
Siletz elevation grid (cutout of elev30)
Grid of the Siletz-Yaquina basin
Siletz 1:100,000 scale rivers
Siletz filled elevation grid
Siletz basin boundary and sub-basin boundaries
Siletz basin roads that have been intersected with
hydro/mc6
Siletz-Yaquina basin boundary (from mc4)
Grid of the Siuslaw basin
Siuslaw 1:100,000 scale rivers (dynamically
segmented)

A-34
A-36
A-274

OWN_RC
OWNFED
PLS
POP.SHP
QUADS100
QUADS24
RC_RIVS
RCPOD5
RD_DENS
RDS_NF.SHP
RESTSITE
RIP200
RIPVEG
RIPVEG2
RIPVEG6
RIVS_NF
ROCKCR
SHD30
SHD90
SHOR_ISL
SHORE
SIL_ELEV
SIL_GRD
SIL_RIVS
SILELEVF
SILETZ
SILRDS6.SHP
SILYAQ
SIU_GRD
SIU_RIVS
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A-276
A-280
A-282
A-284
A-286
A-137
A-139
A-210
A-212
A-38
A-141
A-238
A-240
A-242
A-143
A-145
A-310
A-312
A-147
A-149
A-316
A-151
A-153
A-314
A-155
A-214
A-157
A-159
A-161
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SIUCRKS
SIUSLAW
SLP_CL
SLP_PER
SNFCULVS
SNFSOILS
SNFSTR_N.SHP

SNFSTR_S.SHP

SPAWN_ALS

SPAWN_SY

SPWN_ALS.SHP
SPWN_SIU.SHP
SPWN_SY.SHP
SRI
ST_ESU
STATE
STOR_PTS
STR2-20

SY_ALS
SY_IAP
SY_RIVS
SYA_ELEV
SYA_HYD6
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Siuslaw creeks for mapping purposes (comes into
AV as 'Streams')
Siuslaw basin boundary (from mc4)
Slope classes (10 percent intervals) Based on
slp_per.
Percent slope classification
Siuslaw N.F. culverts
Siuslaw N.F. soils

A-163

Northern portion of Siuslaw N.F. streams
(12k-24k mix), that fall inside Midcoast
boundaries.
Southern portion of Siuslaw N.F. streams
(12k-24k mix), that fall inside Midcoast
boundaries.
Alsea basin stream reaches with ODFW 1990
- 1995 spawning data
including peak counts for each reach by
species.
Siletz - Yaquina stream reaches with ODFW
1990 – 1995 spawning data including peak
counts for each reach by species.
Alsea basin stream reaches with ODFW 1990 1995 spawning data including peak counts for
each reach by species.
ODF&W Spawner abundance data for the Siuslaw
Basin
Siletz - Yaquina stream reaches with ODFW 1990
- 1995 spawning data including peak counts for
each reach by species.
Siuslaw N.F. soil resource inventory
Steelhead - Evolutionary Significant Units (ESU's)
Oregon State boundary
STORET Water quality collection stations
Streams (DEM generated) with 2-20 km2
contributing area. This is the 1st iteration to model
those streams that are between 5 -15 meters in
width for priority restoration!!!!!
Fifth field boundaries for Siletz-Yaquina and Alsea
basins
Identification Assessment Protocol - Stream
Reach Prioritization dataset for the Siletz-Yaquina
Basin
Siletz-Yaquina 1:100,000 scale rivers
(dynamically segmented) {comes into AV as
'Streams')
Siletz-Yaquina and Alsea elevation grid
Intersect of sya_hyd and mc6 to assign sub-basin
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A-165
A-318
A-320
A-216
A-82
A-190

A-192

A-41

A-43

A-45
A-47
A-49
A-84
A-51
A-288
A-66
A-167

A-169
A-171
A-174
A-322
A-176
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TRI92
TRIANGLE
TWNRNG
USGSGAGES
VEG_DNRG
VEG_FEMG
VEG_MC6
VEG_SIL
VEG_SUM
VEGE
VISUALS
WAB
WAB_FLOW
WQSITES
ZONING
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Description
names and codes to the summary reach layer.
Toxic Resource Inventory 1992
Triangle Lake
Public land survey township and range.
USGS stream flow gaging stations
Seral stage classification (6 classes) - Based on
1988 Landsat TM imagery
Femat vegetation classification (14 classes) Based on 1988 Landsat TM imagery
COMBINE of mc6g and veg_dnrg
Siletz basin cutout of Siuslaw N.F. vegetation
layer (vege)
Summary vegetation tied to 6th field watersheds
Vegetation (shapefile)
Visual quality objectives
Water Availability Basins - Stream flow restoration
prioritization
Water Resources Dept. water availability basins
with streamflow restoration priority rankings.
EPA basins water quality locations
Western Oregon DLCD zoning (1986)
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A-246
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A-244
A-292
A-183
A-185
A-70
A-294
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Introduction
The use of geographic information systems (GIS) in managing and analyzing
environmental data in Oregon is becoming widespread. Although GIS technology has
been available for 25 years or so (Marble 1998), recent technological advancements have
made GIS available to many desktop computers users. Consequently, the availability of
spatial data sets is also increasing. These data sets are often composed of information
collected for different reasons by different groups at different times. Consumers of these
GIS data layers include Oregon watershed groups, for example, the Tillamook Bay
National Estuary Project (TBNEP), The Coos Bay Dynamic Estuary Management
System Project (DEMIS) and now the MidCoast Watershed Council (MCWC), all of
which have made GIS central to their watershed management projects.
Several watershed groups in Oregon have invested heavily in GIS by acquiring necessary
computer hardware and software, training, and spatial data sets. The strategy to develop
watershed management and monitoring plans seems to be to acquire readily available
data sets and to use GIS as a tool to store, analyze, and communicate this information.
However, like any other tool, GIS users must be aware of important limitations,
especially limitations involving spatial data sets. Not all data are good data, and not all
good data can be used all of the time: periodically, data must be critically reviewed for
completeness and utility.
Development of a CD-ROM containing all readily available data represents an important
first step in developing a MCWC GIS. Whether data are useful or not depends on the
question being asked and on the quality of the data. Simply put, the availability of a GIS
data layer does not guarantee that that data layer will be useful to a particular analysis. In
fact, Marble (1998) cautions, as "GIS technology has become generally available, as well
as more user-friendly, an erroneous notion has developed that these changes mean that he
technology can be mastered by almost anyone with minimal effort.” Because of the
wide availability of spatial data sets and the assumptions and limitations that have gone
into collecting and then mapping these data, there is an enormous potential for misuse.
The data in a GIS have three components: actual phenomenon or characteristics (value,
name, etc.), its spatial location, and time (Dangermond 1990). Value results from
measurement or observation that was undertaken to record a particular phenomenon. For
example, a fish survey records the number of fish in a particular area. For the survey to
be scientifically meaningful, the observer usually follows a protocol that dictates: the
length of the period of observation or sampling effort, the locations to be sampled, how
the data are summarized (average, standard deviation, etc.) and reduced (statistical
Earth Design Consultants, Inc. (541) 757-7896
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comparisons), etc. Inherent in the measurement of the number of fish are the study
design, sampling protocol, and the assumptions that go into data collection. These factors
ultimately affect how representative a sample is of a particular location and how
confident one can be in the results. Information that describes sampling protocols must
somehow be bundled with the data.
In addition to biological survey data, other types of information can also be incorporated
into spatial data sets. For example, data layers that describe land cover, road types,
culverts, land ownership, precipitation, etc. are readily available. Techniques used to
measure or observe these features include photography, road inspections, culvert surveys,
examination of tax parcel information, or empirical relationships between elevation and
rainfall (a model). The point is that in all of these cases, decisions are made by the
builders of these data sets as to what information is included and what is not (e.g.,
whether a road is paved or not paved, or whether a particular field is shrubby or open).
Assumptions and limitations, as well as the source data also need to be documented and
bundled with the data layer.
Another component to Dangermond's notion of spatial data is location. Indeed, the map
overlay is central to all GIS (see Chrisman 1990b). Just as there are assumptions made in
recording measurements or observations during surveys or studies, there are also
assumptions that go into map-making. Although a detailed discussion of map making is
beyond the scope of this report, there are a few points to consider.
First, the map and reality are not identical. Even the best map is an inaccurate
representation of the real world. There is error in all maps. Chrisman (1990b)
warns, “consumers of maps rarely understand the limits to map accuracy and
more general issues of data quality”: in other words, never use a map without
understanding how the map was biased by the methods used to make it.
Second, maps can be metric or non-metric (informational, Maling 1989). For the
most part, GIS layers are used to produce metric maps. Sometimes GIS layers are
produced with the intention of showing the extent of some feature (information)
and not necessarily intended for analysis. Examples of informational GIS layers
may include historic vegetation or variable scale layers. Erroneous conclusions
can result from using a non-metric map layer in an analytical situation.
Third, "data and information are not synonymous" (Cracknell 1999, p. 493).
Maps are produced using both raw data and/or weighted composites (valueladen). For example, juvenile salmon densities mapped to a GIS stream layer
represent raw data, while maps of a “habitat suitability index” represent a
weighted composite. Muehrcke (1986) warns, “care is needed when using maps
based on value-laden composite measures.” It is not hard to see that if different
indexes were created at different times by different groups with different
responsibilities, then the index values might represent different information.
There is “danger in the scientific appearance” of index maps (Muehrcke 1986).
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Finally, many different types of features can be mapped. Some features may
appear to have angular and very precise boundaries, like parcel (cadastral objects)
maps. Other features may have fuzzy boundaries or smooth curves, like natural
features (e.g., lakes or wetlands: Chrisman 1990a). Parcel maps are not based on
the perception of change between two components, as are natural features.
Mapmakers decide how these features will appear on a map.
Metadata, data about data, describes acquisition methods, scale, sampling protocols,
spatial error, mapping assumptions, etc. In order for a GIS data layer to be useful for
watershed analysis, that layer must be accompanied by metadata. For example, without
metadata, it would be nearly impossible to determine if year-to-year variations in fish
densities (no. fish / m2), stored in a GIS layer, were due to actual variations in fish
densities, variability in the data (noise), differences in sampling methods, etc.
Considering that the GIS layer containing fish abundance information may only be one of
many GIS layers used in a watershed analysis, there are many opportunities for
information to be misused. Indeed, error can creep into GIS layers from a variety of
sources: experimental error, mapping error, digitization error, user error, just to name a
few. The introduction of error into a GIS-based study is known as "error propagation"
and is summarized in a report done by G. Benoit (1997), an Oregon State University,
Marine Research Management student.

Purpose & Scope
This project was initiated to review the GIS layers present on the MCWC CD-ROM Ver
4.0. The CD-ROM contains all available spatial data and readily available metadata and
represents a good first effort at an initial data inventory. The MCWC CD-ROM contains
data sets similar to those collected by two other Oregon watershed projects, TBNEP and
DEMIS.
The purpose of this report is to review and summarize the GIS data layers and associated
data files. Information contained in this report and in Appendix I depicts the geographic
extent of each data layer, scale, and how the layers were generated. This report also
presents use restrictions (based on the experience gained in applying the data set to the
Rock Creek Watershed and other projects) and provides recommendations.
Content of MCWC CD-ROM
The MCWC CD-ROM Ver. 4.0 is divided into 11 directories: 1) BIO,
2) ECON, 3) ENVQUAL, 4) GEOMORPH, 5) HYDRO, 6) INFRA, 7) LANDCOV, 8)
ORTHOS, 9) POLIT, 10) SOFTWARE, and 11) TERRAIN. However, not all
directories contain data. Directory number 7 (Ortho) is empty and directory 9 (software)
contains GIS viewing software. Consequently, nine directories are included in this data
review.
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File types on this CD include GIS layers (Arc Info Coverages, ArcView Shapefiles, and
Arc Info GRID files), database files (*.DBF), data files (*.DAT), and text files (*.TXT or
*.HTML). Arc Info coverages and shapefiles can contain information as points, lines
(arcs), or polygons. Arc Info GRID files contain information in a raster data matrix, or
grid. Database files can be linked to Arc Info coverages so that the data contained in the
database file can be represented as map coverages (i.e., spatially). The text files usually
contain information about coverages, grids and databases (i.e., the metadata).
There were 164 data layers on the MCWC CD-ROM: 42 line coverages, 22 point
coverages, 63 polygon coverages, 31 GRID files and 6 shape files.

Evaluation of Metadata Completeness
It is difficult to anticipate all of the uses of these data sets; therefore, a series of criteria
were used to evaluate the level of documentation for each layer.
Criterion #1
Criterion #1 was to determine if metadata were present on the CD-ROM. The
responses could be Y (yes) or N (No). In some cases, one general description of a layer
was referenced to many layers that were derived from a single study or single data layer.
In these cases, I marked the "Present on CD" with a N/R (Not present, but Related
metadata available). I recommend that each data layer be given its own metadata
description because data layers could potentially become separated from the CD and
used independently. In several cases, the metadata consisted simply of a link to a web
site (most often the State Service Center for GIS, SSCGIS) that contained the pertinent
metadata. I scored these layers as 'No' metadata present on the CD. I recommend that
the metadata be bundled with the actual layer because one of the roles of GIS is to store
data sets. Data clearing houses, like the SSCGIS, frequently update layers and metadata;
therefore, it is possible that a future user of the MCWC CD-ROM would no longer have
access to the metadata that describes data on the CD.
Criterion #1: Less than half of the layers on the CD were associated with metadata.
Forty-six layers were associated with metadata present on the CD and 70 were not. An
additional 45 layers did not have metadata, but had pointers to metadata associated with
closely related layers. Although these metadata files could be used to describe some of
the aspects of the data layers, they were often missing important information. I
recommend that each layer have its own metadata file.

Criterion #2
Criterion #2 was to determine if the spatial error was documented for each layer. This
criterion pertains to the spatial nature of GIS data. In other words, how confident can one
be of the location depicted on the map layer. A layer was scored 'Y' if the spatial error
was explicitly stated in the metadata or if the scale of the data layer was known and
uniform. Layers were also scored 'Y' if the metadata indicated that the layer did not
Earth Design Consultants, Inc. (541) 757-7896
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conform to National Map Accuracy Standards (NMAS), provided that the scale was
known. If the data layer was composed of variable or unknown scale data, then the layer
was scored as 'N.'
Criterion #2: The spatial error was not documented for most layers. The spatial
error was documented for 45 layers (or they used a documented base map). One hundred
and sixteen layers did not have spatial error documented.

Criterion #3
Criterion #3 was to determine if the methods used to create a layer were documented.
If the methods used to produce the GIS layer (i.e., identification of the base map or a
description of the digitization process (on screen vs. from a paper map)) were described,
then the layer was given ‘Y.’ If there was no mention of the methods used to create the
layer, then this criterion was scored as 'N.'
Criterion #3: Documentation describing the creation of each data layer was missing
for most layers. Forty- seven layers had documentation of the map layer construction
(criterion#3) and 114 did not.

Criterion #4
Criterion #4 was to determine if the methods used to collect the data (portrayed in
the data layer) were documented. This criterion pertains to the value (see discussion
above) of the phenomenon that is being portrayed as a map layer. If the data collection
methods were described, then this criterion was scored as 'Y.' If there was no mention of
the methodology, this criterion was scored 'N.' It is important to note that not all
information portrayed as a GIS layer is the result of sophisticated studies. For example,
property boundaries have very precise definitions compared to the boundary between a
wetland and a field. No methodology is required in the case of the former, while there
are strict protocols that are followed to define wetland boundaries.
Criterion #4: Most layers did not have data collection methods documented. Thirtysix layers had the data methods documented, 90 did not (35 were not applicable).

Criterion #5
Finally, criterion #5 was to determine if the fields in the data table were documented.
Many spatial data sets have both a map component and a data component. The data
components are organized into a data table (similar to a spreadsheet) where the data
records are link to map features. The column headings in the data table are the variable
names. Metadata should generally describe what data are contained in each column of
the data table. If the fields names (column headings) were described in the metadata,
criterion #5 was scored as 'Y.' If there was no description of the data in the data table, this
criterion was scored 'N.' A print out of the data table column headings is included for
each data layer in Appendix I as 'field definitions.'
Earth Design Consultants, Inc. (541) 757-7896
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Criterion #5: Most layers did not have data fields names documented. Of the layers
examined, 51 layers had the fields documented, 96 did not, and 14 were NA.
Detailed notes are given in Appendix I for each data layer reviewed. Data layers occur
in this document in the same order that they appear on the MCWC CD. That is, they are
organized by themes in the directories mentioned above. The following information is
presented in a text box the data layer name, source, date of creation, type, projection,
scale and CD directory. Answers to the five criteria described above also appear. A
graphic shows the geographic extent of the layer. Below the text box is a description of
how the layer was created. This description is composed of excerpts from the metadata,
or related metadata, when available.
The second page shows the number of records appearing in the layer info table. This
number corresponds to the number of data records attached to points, lines, polygons, or
grid cells. This number is a reflection of how much information is attached to the data
layer. This number is one factor that a researcher would look at to determine how useful
a particular data layer would be to a study. For example, a culvert layer that has 12
records may be less valuable to a study than a culvert file with 1012 records. Following
the number of data records is the file structure (field definitions). This table shows the
column headings for the data file. Good metadata describes what the column headings
are: some column headings are easy to figure out and others are more cryptic. Wherever
possible, I mention additional information sources that are related to the layer being
described. Finally, I present comments and use restriction/ recommendations.

Summary of Database Files
Database files also exist on the CD-ROM. These database files are reviewed in the table
below and do not appear in Appendix I. Database files were reviewed from the 1) BIO,
2) ECON, and 3) ENVQUAL directories on the CD-ROM. Texts appearing in quotations
are excerpts from metadata files.
1) BIO
Layer
Coho_den.dbf

Date
09/29/97

Metadata
Present
Y

Description
“Relative coho densities are based on uncalibrated
snorkel estimates. Differences between snorkelers,
weather, and water conditions may all effect
observations. Data should not be used to extrapolate
population estimates.”
“Relative densities were estimated in pools only.
Riffle data is not included.”
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Layer
Comments

juvsur96.dbf

Date

Metadata
Description
Present
This database contains the average density of juvenile fish per pool for
multiple years. Stream reaches are identified by name.
To be useful for watershed analysis, averages should be located on
segments of a hydrography GIS layer (1:24,000). In addition, averages
themselves are simply measures of central tendency. These data would be
more useful if the number of observations and some estimate variability
were also included. Finally, some idea of how representative (i.e.,
repeatable) these samples are would also be an important consideration for
those interested in using these numbers in analysis.
1996
Y
“Stream reaches were selected because they were
either standard coho spawning surveys, identified as
important spawning and rearing for summer
steelhead, as an additional site, or as part of a
monitoring plan for central coast habitat restoration
projects.”
“The juvenile surveys covered the entire length of
the adult coho spawning survey stream reach, up to
one mile or an easily identified ending point in other
identified streams, or sampling every fourth pool
habitat unit until ten units had been sampled in
additional surveys. In all surveys every fourth pool
habitat unit was snorkeled. Surveys were conducted
during August and September. “
Methods are well documented in bio\juvrp96a.htm.
Due to the lack of resources, no calibrations of the
snorkeler were conducted.
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Layer
Comments

Date

Metadata
Description
Present
This database contains the average density of juvenile fish per pool for
1996. It also contains information on vegetation and land use. Stream
reaches are identified by name.
These stream segments were not surveyed randomly; therefore, these data
cannot be used to express the condition of all streams, in general. It is a
biased sample.

mc_pass.dbf

Comment

salmon.dbf

Comments

spawn95.dbf

Comments

stw-sts.dbf
Comments

To be useful for watershed analysis, sample points should be located on
segments of a hydrography GIS layer (1:24,000). In addition, averages
themselves are simply measures of central tendency. These data would be
more useful if the number of observations and some estimate variability
were also included. Finally, some idea of how representative (i.e.,
repeatable) these samples are would also be an important consideration for
those interested in using these numbers in analysis.
unknown
Y
This database file contains information on fish
passage. Locations are given as township, range,
section and quarter quadrangle.
There is no date on this file. It would be helpful to know when these
observations were made and how they were made (observation,
measurements, etc.). It would also be useful to map these observations
onto a 1:24,000 base map for future watershed analyses.
unknown
N
This database file contains the ODF&W Statewide
Salmon hatchery release data from 1980 to 1997 for
80 hatcheries.
There is no description of these data, the methods used, what the numbers
represent, or estimates of error and variability. Methods and sample
variability must be documented to be useful for analysis. In addition, it
would be helpful to map the locations of these hatcheries on 1:24,000 base
maps.
10/24/97
N
Adult Salmonid Spawning survey data (peak density
and area under the curve) - links to 1:100,000 scale
rivers coverages through dynamic segmentation.
Data are from the early to mid 1990s.
Species are given as numbers (there is no key).
There is no description of the methods used to collect these data, nor are
there estimates of the data variability. Data are also linked to 1:100,000
scale base maps. Before these data are used, methods need to be
documented and data variability assessed. If possible, transfer this
information to larger scale (1:24,000) base maps for watershed analysis.
unknown
N
ODF&W Statewide Steelhead hatchery release data
from the 1980s and 1990s.
These data could be linked to hatchery locations.
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2) ENVQUAL
Layer
wq_d*.dbf

Comments

Date
unknown

Metadata
Present
Y

Description

Metadata
Present
N

Description

EPA Basins datafiles - Water quality (attach to
coverage wqsites). Currently these datafiles hold
statewide information and each correspond to a five
year period. (*.aih, *.ain relate to these files).
Well documented water quality data that can be linked to 1:24,000 scale
base maps for watershed analysis.

3) HYDRO
Layer
sil24-68.dbf
sil69-93.dbf
siu67-93.txt
Comments

Date
Unknown

Daily flow values

Methods and units should be archived with these values. Numbers could
be linked to 1:24,000 scale base map and used for watershed analysis.

Map Scale
Map scale is an important characteristic of a spatial data set. Muehrcke (1986) points out
that “Map scale is not independent of the dimensional character of the mapped
phenomena.” That is to say, that the level of detail generally increases as the scale of the
map increases. For example, a river depicted on a 1:24,000 scale map shows many more
meanders than the same river mapped at 1:100,000 scale. Moreover, a roads layer
created at 1:24,000 scale often shows more detail than roads mapped at 1:100,000. It is
easy to see that the results obtained from GIS analysis are dependent on the scale of the
data used. Imagine calculating the density (miles per acre) of roads within a watershed
using a detailed 1:24,000 roads layer vs. a 1:100,000 scale roads layer. If the larger scale
layer (1:24,000) depicts more bends and twists (and perhaps even roads that don’t appear
on the smaller scale map), then the overall road length will be longer in the larger scale
layer, than in the smaller scale layer. This will affect the calculated road density. The
Oregon GWEB Manual suggests that watershed analyses be conducted at a 1:24,000
scale (Oregon Watershed Assessment of Aquatic Resources Manual, 1999, page I-8).
Positional accuracy is also dependent on map scale. For this report, if the scale of the
map is known, and if the map adheres to National Mapping Accuracy Standards, then the
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spatial error is known. For example, if a map conforms to NMAS the horizontal
positional accuracy for a discrete feature at 1:24,000 scale would be 1/50th of inch, or +/40 feet (12 m). At the same scale, NMAS requires that no more than 10 % of points
tested can be more than ½ a contour interval off (Muehrcke 1986). (It is interesting to
note that a line 1/50th of an inch on a 1:100,000 scale map is the graphic equivalent of a
corridor 167 feet wide!)
Most data layers contained on the MCWC CD-ROM were at a map scale of 1:100,000 or
they were unknown (Table 1). There were 26 layers at 1:24,000 or larger.
One important note is that 17 data layers were constructed from variable scale data. As
mentioned, the scale at which the data layer is created is related to the level of detail and
the positional accuracy of the mapped features. If the scale is variable, the data layer is
not useful for analysis and can only be for “display purposes” (a phrase that occurs in the
metadata).

Table 1. Summary of map scales of data layers on MCWC CD-ROM.
Map Scale
Layers on MCWC CDROM
From
To
Number
Percentage
1:500,000
And up
6
3.7
1:250,000
1:500,000
1
0.6
1:100,000
1:250,000
44
27.3
1:50,000
1:100,000
3
1.8
1:24,000
1:50,000
0
0.0
1:12,000
1:24,000
26
16.1
Variable
GRID or Unknown
Total

17
64
161

10.6
39.8
99.9

In summary, the map is really a model that represents real-world features. It is important
to understand the limitations and assumptions that go into map making. Clarke (1990)
warns that “digital cartographic data bases can be highly precise and many map users
believe them to be accurate, when in fact, the data stored as digital maps are often
unbelievably faithful reproductions of incorrect maps.”
Recommendations for collecting new layers
1) New data layers should be developed at a 1:24,000 scale.
2) Document all methods for layer production, including digitization steps and accuracy
assessments.
3) If data are to be transferred to another base map, go back to original data source.
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4) Use well-documented base maps to depict information. For example, use standard
DLG files (available from USGS) that have known spatial accuracy and adhere to
National Map Accuracy Standards. Avoid creating layers from variable scale data.
5) For all summaries and layers created by analysis, document both the source layers
and the steps taken to summarize layers.
6) For GIS layers that make use of data resulting from technical studies, document the
study date, researcher, methods (protocol), how measurements were made, units of
measurement, etc.
7) Bundle all metadata with GIS layers.
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